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Abstract: Current wireless robot system is usually composed by a microcontroller system, bare microcontroller
constrained by hardware characteristics, it is difficult to satisfy many complex control while ensuring system
real-time. View of this, the article based ARM9-structured processor and embedded Linux system, optimized
and improvement the versatility and real-time capacity of wireless remote control car. The robot system
collected the data by sensors and transmits the data to the PC console which designed as the main calculate
and determine center in the system by WIFI. PC sent the final commends to robot and the robot executes them.
Through a simple hand signal recognition test, with several times experiments, as a consequence, has proven
the wireless remote control car system might accomplish the complex multi-task controls under the safeguard
timely premise. So long as in the WIFI hot spot coverage area, the infinite distant place server can apply current
intelligent algorithms in the real life rely on the wireless remote control car system.
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INTRODUCTION seriously. The next contradiction is between complexity of

In recent years, the applications of mobile robot have hardware performance is insufficient to complete the
gradually become more diverse, which makes the robot control of the higher complexity task, the system often
closer to people's daily life. At present, the middle and sacrifices time to compensate the lack of hardware
small scale motion robot are usually designed based on performance. So that it brings a serious problem in real
single chip microcomputer without operating system, time. The third contradiction is different fields use
such as FIFA/Robocop middle and small scale football platform is difficult to unity. When the mobile robot used
robot, bionic snake robot and multi-foot crawling robot in different occasions, as the users of the technology from
and so on. In order to make the research results of the different backgrounds, different habits, a lot of software
robot can actually be used in solving more realistic and hardware tools due to the limited of hardware
problems, the increasingly complex control process and performance, or the interfaces is not enough will cause
some special application which is called for high real-time difficulties for practical use.
requirement has presented challenges to the existing
motion robot design pattern [1]. Overall Design: To settle the problems above, we

The performance bottlenecks of the intelligent mobile proposed the ARM9 based wireless remote control car
robot focused on the following three aspects. The First system design scheme, which use the popular ARM9
contradiction is between the development cost and the processor architecture and adopt the excellent open-
hardware performance. In order to reduce the cost of the source operating system Linux as the embedded operating
robot’s hardware in design, we often use cost-effective system. We increase the efficiency of hardware resources
hardware to build the robot system. However, when the by operating system task scheduling [2], use the
controls became more complex, precise increase gradually, embedded application software to make up for lack of
the performance of the original hardware would be hardware resources, which introduce a number of
inadequate. Rebuild the robot will not only increase the software tools directly to the mobile robot system to
cost of inputs, but also waste the robot's life cycles complete the complex intelligent control tasks and

controls and the real-time performance. When the
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intelligent decision-making tasks, so that we can exploit to  reduce   the  wireless  transmission  w ork  pressure
the maximum performance of hardware resources, ensure and reduce the bottlenecks caused by hardware
the stability of mobile robots with real-time while we make characteristics, improve work efficiency. Network send
sure the control of complex tasks in the case of cost and receive program can receive data from the PC console
savings. and send the sensor collected data to the PC console.

Figure 1 is the overall structure diagram of wireless The middle part of Figure 1 is a wireless network
remote control car system. According to the idea that the device. This part can be a separate WIFI hotspot or a
function  decides structure and  hardware and software network node device connected to LAN or Internet
co-design principles [3], we used the distributed structure through WIFI. No matter what wireless transmission
and divided the system into three parts: embedded remote technology we finally adopted, communication
control car, wireless network equipment and PC console. effectiveness will be affected by the distance constraints

As Figure 1 shows, the left side is an embedded and obstacles interference. In order to solve this problem,
remote control car. It is the main part of the mobile robot we adopted the solution as shown in Figure 3, in the
which can communicate with the console through WIFI. remote control car’s use environment, we connect
Embedded remote control car can be equipped with wireless router to LAN or Internet interconnection
sensors based on actual demands, to achieve measuring equipment, at that time, PC console can use the unique IP
distance, counting, automatic obstacle avoidance, data to communicate with the embedded remote control car.
acquisition, pattern recognition and provide other This will not only expand the communication distance
functions. It can also achieve some basic mechanical between remote control car and PC console infinitely, but
function with the servo and transmit the collected data to also achieve a console to control more than one remote
the PC console, through WIFI. In this paper, the control cars.
embedded remote control car equipped with the image The right side  of  Figure 1  is  PC  console. Due  to
sensor  used  to implement video capture and gesture the  limited  of  the  size   and    hardware   performance,
recognition. the embedded remote control car is insufficient

Figure 2 shows the logic level structure of the simultaneously to give dual attention to the numerous
embedded remote control car. The bottom layer is and diverse data processing and the motion control work.
hardware circuit layer, which is the hardware physical We transferred the task processing and control decision
implementation part of the car. We choose the ARM9 part to the PC console. PC has many advantages include
development board as the control center which connects low cost of hardware, processor capacity strong, storage
various sensors used to implement the data collection, space large and we can use software tools which can’t be
peripheral devices and motion control circuit through the used in the embedded equipment to do data processing
appropriate interfaces. Some peripheral devices related and decision analysis, such as Matlab. Mobile robot sent
with the motion control can also be connected to the the collected data to PC for processing and decision-
motion control circuit which controls the movement of making through wireless network and PC send the results
remote control car by changing the motor’s parameters. back to the mobile robot for executing. In another words,

The layer above hardware circuit layer is the complex control process and decision-making process is
operating system layer. The operating system kernel done by the PC, but not the mobile robot. In this way,
defines and coordinates the working manners of the Mobile Robot can do anything as long as it can be done
underlying hardware by driver management programs. on PC. Furthermore, no matter what kind of software tools
Moreover, this layer improves ARM9 processor’s and intelligent algorithms, as long as the PC can use, it
working efficiency and the system real time performance can be directly applied in mobile robot application. This
through time management and multi-task parallel thoroughly solved the problem that the mobile robot was
processing.  Meanwhile,  operating system provides an constrained by technical background and usage in
interface to the user program and the users can interact different application areaand greatly enhances the
with the kernel system by system call directly. complexity of the task which low-cost mobile robot can

The upper layer of the operating system is complete.
application software  layer. Application software provides Qt  ("cute", or unofficially  as  Q-T  cue-tee)  is a
a graphical user interface which can display the collected cross-platform  application  framework  that  is  widely
data  captured  by  to  the   users   selectively.   And it used for developing application software with a graphical
pre-treatment  the   collected  data in the embedded side user.
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Fig. 1: Overall Structure of Wireless Remote Control Car System

Fig. 2: The Logic Structure Diagram of Embedded Car Low Processing Power-CPU (400 MHz, <= 1GHz)

Fig. 3: Wireless Communication Schematic Diagram particularly attractive to developers. Development tool

Interface (GUI) (in which cases Qt is classified as a need, although one can work without such luxury and
widget toolkit) and also used for developing non-GUI employ less integrated tools already available in Linux.
programs such as command-line tools and consoles for New embedded systems companies using Linux have
servers. Haavard Nord and Eirik Chambe-Eng (the original opened for business and various older embedded systems
developers of Qt and the CEO and President, respectively, companies have added Linux to their product line. 
of Trolltech) began development of "Qt" in 1991. Qt  for  Embedded  Linux is  a  C++  framework  for

Qt is free and open source software. All editions GUI and application development for embedded devices.
support many compilers, including the GCC C++ compiler It runs on a variety of processors. Qt for Embedded Linux
and the Visual Studio suite. provides the standard Qt API for embedded devices with

On August 9, 2012, Digia acquired Qt software a lightweight Graphics system.
technologies from Nokia. About 125 Qt developers will be Qt is a cross-platform application and UI framework
transferred to Digia, with the immediate goal of bringing for writing web-enabled applications for desktop, mobile
Qt support to android, iOS and Windows 8 platforms. and embedded operating systems. This page contains

Qt is most notably used in VLC media player, Safari links to articles and overviews explaining key components
Browser, Autodesk Maya, The Foundry's Nuke, Adobe and techniques used in Qt development.

Photoshop Elements, Skype, Virtual Box and Mathematica
and by the European Space Agency, DreamWorks,
Google, HP, KDE, Lucas film, Panasonic, Philips,
Samsung, Siemens, Volvo, Walt Disney Animation
Studios and Research In Motion. The Opera web browser
also uses Qt, but only as an interface to the Linux
platform.

Embedded Linux is the use of Linux in embedded
computer systems such as mobile phones, personal digital
assistants, media players, set-top boxes and other
consumer electronics devices, networking equipment,
machine control, industrial automation, navigation
equipment and medical instruments which have 

Low Memory Resources-RAM, Hard Disk

Compact Size
Low Cost Limitation
Higher Performance and Efficiency in Speed, Power

Due to its low cost and ease of customization, Linux
has been shipped in many consumer devices.

Linux is available for many architectures and an
obvious candidate for an embedded system and it already
is being used widely in this area. Its open nature makes it

suites have begun to appear in response to the perceived
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One of the most important issues with embedded of Aerospace Engineering, Polytechnic Politecnico di
systems  is  the  need for a real-time operating  system. Milano (DIAPM).  EL/IX  is  a  proposed  POSIX-based
The definition of real-time here varies quite a bit. To some hard real-time Linux API being  promoted by Red Hat.
people, real-time means responding to an event in the And Linux-SRT is a soft real-time alternative to real-time
one-microsecond range, to others it is 50 milliseconds. APIs, which provides performance-enhancing capabilities
The hardness of real-time also varies quite a bit. Some to any Linux program without requiring that the program
systems need hard real-time response, with short be modified or recompiled.
deterministic response latencies to events. However, on
many systems, when analyzed closely, we see a response Hardware Design: The hardware architecture of the main
time requirement that is actually near real-time. part of the system is shown in Figure 4. The embedded

Often the real-time requirement is a tradeoff of time remote control car circuit is exhibited in the right part of
and buffer space. With memory getting cheaper and CPUs Figure 4, using the mini2440 development board produced
getting faster, near real-time is now more typical than hard by FriendlyARM Company, the USB camera and USB
real-time and many commercial operating systems that wireless network card are connected with the
claim to be real-time are far from being hard real-time. development board, the main control board also provides
Usually, when you get into the detailed design of these a plentiful high-speed peripheral interfaces, GPIO
systems, there are warnings that the drivers' interrupts interfaces and system bus interfaces for practical
and applications must be very carefully designed in order application increasing the variety of remote control car
to meet real-time requirements. module, in specific circumstances, if needed. The left part

RT-Linux (Linux with real-time extensions) contains of Figure 4 shows the architecture of the motion control
time critical functions to provide precise control over circuit, the board selected the Uptech Robotics MultiFlex
interrupt handling, through the use of an interrupt board, as it uses ATmega128 MCU [4] as microcontroller,
manager and does a good job of making sure that critical four groups with the PWM I/O interface control the
interrupts get executed when needed. The hardness of movement of four driven wheels, each driven wheels is
this approach depends mostly on the CPU interrupt driven by a DC brush motor. Motion control board
structure and context-switch hardware support. This provides 7 analog input interfaces, 12 servo control
approach is sufficient for a large range of real-time interfaces and 16 GPIO interfaces. The motion control
requirements. Even without the real-time extensions, Linux circuit communicates the main control circuits through the
does pretty well at keeping up with multiple streams of 5 Pin RS232 interface, the motion control programs is
events. For example, a Linux PC system on a low end written through the ISP interface. 
Pentium is able to keep multiple 10BaseT interfaces Main control board and motion control board have
executing effectively, while simultaneously running been designed separately benefits the optimization of
character-level serial ports at a full 56KBPS without losing embedded remote control car allocating the hardware
any data. resources,  connects the high-speed peripheral devices to

Fig. 4: The Hardware Structure Daiagram

Some real-time  hardware  and  software Linux APIs
to consider are RTLinux, RTAI, EL and Linux-SRT.
RTLinux is a hard real-time Linux API originally developed
at the New Mexico Institute of Technology. RTAI
(DIAPM) is  a  spin-off  of  the  RTLinux  real-time API
that was developed by programmers at  the  Department
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Fig. 5: The Program Flow Daiagram on Embedded Car Side

the main control board. In that case motion control and
data acquisition would be accomplished simultaneously
and also enhances real-time capability of the remote
control car. 

Motion  Control  Board  is  responsible  for  all
sports-related work, additional interfaces can be used for
adding some related modules, which is depending on the
specific applications, such as equip electro-optical wheel
axle encoders to achieve precisely motion control, it can
also equips with ultrasonic sensors or infrared sensors for Fig. 7: The Gui of System Console
automatic obstacle avoidance, perhaps the hand
equipment also can be connected to the servo motor for Motion control program is taking in charge of all the
the sake of achieving other functions. motion control of the remote control car. The specific

Software System Design: The whole software system development board and motor control board begin
design is assembled by three parts: the remote control initializing their own program, after the main control board
car’s main control program, motion control programs and setting up the IP address to connect with the console, it
PC console system program. To make some specific would receive orders from the console to execute, through
explanation, that the software system would be revised to the Socket, if it is not a motion instructions (such as data
demand of practical applications, in order to illustrate the collecting, data sending, data pre-processing, etc.), then
design of the wireless remote control car, here we use a it performs the corresponding work, until the console has
universal process of embedded software design to no more requires available. The main control program sent
describe it. the motion instruction to the motion control board

The remote control car main program is an application through UART, the motion control program caches them
program running on a Linux system which we have to a circular queue and read and execute the instructions
installed on the ARM9 development board, which mainly during the fixed defined time intervals.
responsible for connection of the PC console, sending the To ensure good portability and wide cross platform
collected data to the console, receiving the instruction of capacity, we choose the Qt SDK to develop PC console
the PC Console, sending the motion related instructions system program in the Linux system environments [6]. PC
to the motion control circuit. console provides a graphical user interface, after open the

Fig. 6: The Program Flow Daiagram of Pc Console

process is shown in Figure 5, after power on, the
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console, the program should be initialized, the operator REFERENCES
would send some instructions after setting the basic
parameters, presently receiving the data from embedded 1. Wang, Y.,  Y. Yin and Y. Jiang, etc., 2005. Chinese
car, the information decision-making process based on real-time dynamic monitoring of system development
actual needs, in accordance with specific algorithms for and implementation of the Strategy J., 29(11): 44-48.
data processing to generate decision-making instructions 2. Tang, B, N. Zeng and X. Zheng, etc., 2004. Web-
and then send them to the remote control car through the based Embedded System Design and Implementation
Socket. In the situation of the no automatic decisions, the of remote monitoring and control J., 43(5): 632-635.
operator could send motion instructions to control the 3. Hao, X and Y. Su, 2003. Web-based Remote
movement of the remote control car manually. When the Monitoring System of substation J., 27(7): 32-35.
task ends, disconnecting from the console connection 4. Lv, X and Z. Wang, 2008. GPRS data transfer module
with the remote control car. The specific process is shown design and Implementation J., 31(9): 18-20.
in Figure 6.

CONCLUSION

We designed and implemented a wireless remote
control car system based on ARM9 in this paper. And we
suggested  a  solution  which  ensures  the last few tens
of meters communication between  the  remote control
cars  through   the   secure  wireless   communications.
We connected the remote control car to Internet, transfer
operations and decision-making center to an infinity
distance server. This can break the robot platform
hardware performance bottlenecks and apply the complex,
sophisticated algorithms of intelligent robots to real life.
Eventually, we verify the feasibility of the final design
through a simple gesture recognition experiments.
According to the actual needs, the algorithm in the
system can be extended to complete pattern recognition,
automatic obstacle avoidance, motion planning, intelligent
wireless monitoring and control and other fields of
application in real life.


